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The Machine Install Company

PUMPKIN WASHER



Introducing the new 
REED PUMPKIN WASHER BY TMIC

•      Triple variable speed brushes.

•      Auger base tank for soil removal from the wash water

•           High pressure spray wash

•           Adjustable brush angle

•           Takes up to 400mm pumpkins

•           Capacity of 125 pumpkins per minute

•           Size: Length 4500mm / Width 1250mm

The Machine Install Company Ltd (TMIC) is a new company with a difference. 

It may be a new name, but our engineers faces are very familiar within the fresh produce 
industry in the UK, Mainland Europe and even as far reaching as the US and Canada.

For the past 25 years, machinery Installations and on-site projects have been our speciality. 
Ranging from single machines to multi-million pound new production facilities, we are the 
number one choice for many customers to undertake their new line projects and installations, 
often in difficult environments and within challenging timelines.

Although primarily set up as an on-site services company, due to ever increasing requests for 
building new machines for the fresh produce industry, coupled with the wealth of experience 
gathered through the years of being in so many factories, we realised at TMIC that we could 
manufacture a range of well-designed and robust machinery that is not only popular with the 
engineers tasked to look after them, but also cost efficient to own and run. 

We now offer a complete range of efficiently designed modular conveyors and elevators and 
since 2018 TMIC is proud to announce that we are the official partner and supplier of Herbert 
Solutions machinery for the UK and Ireland.

WHAT WE'RE ABOUT

Moving to our new unit in Wisbech has allowed us to
increase the range of machinery we can offer our clients.

All types of welding and fabrication undertaken Our highly skilled engineers are able to carry out
servicing on a wide range of machinery within food
factories planned around your production requirements.

MACHINERY INSTALLATION

SHUT DOWN WORKWELDING SERVICES

MACHINERY SUPPLY
From one machine to entire factories TMIC can take care
of new installations or relocations.


